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SubJect

Comments on latest dreft directive for CONSIDO

Reference

(a) USCIB 26/2

? Dec 49, Establishment of CONSIDO

1. Although comments on reference (a), the latest draft
directive setting up a CO~SIDO, were not requested, I am taking
the liberty of submitting herewith some personal views thereon
for such consideration or action as you deem appropriate.
2. a
In my opinion, reference (a) overlooks one of the
most important recommendations of the Final Report of the Joint
Congressional Committee on the Investigation of the Pearl Harbor
Attack. It is possible that the draft is intentionally general
in certain places, or that I fail to read it correctly, or miss
certain implications therein which I should grasp
But I would
be derelict in my duty if I let fear of a possible failure to
read correctly, or a possiole obtuseness in seeing supposedly
plainly present implications interfere with setting forth my own
comments, basing the latter upon an earnest desire to be
constructive.
b
Reference (a) is of exceptional importance and I
feel that its wording should leave no room for anything to be
understood by implication, background information, or expressed
or unexpressed intention of its sponsors
I have, therefore,
studied it with these desiderata in mind and submit my comments
on the basis only of what the document actually says--not on
what may have been intended to be implied.

v

3. It is noted that reference (a) bears the date 7 December
1949, the month and day of which are symbolic. Eight years have
passed since the disaster at Pearl Harbor, almost five years
have gone by since the Joint Congressional Investigation was
launched, and four years have passed since Admiral King suggested
to General Marshall (letter 2 Oct 45) that a centralized unit be
established at least for Joint evaluation and dissemination of
strategic non-operational intelligence
Still, as of this date,
we have no such unit -- not even a single, effective, unified
agency for the evaluation, interpretation and dissemination of
strategic, non-operational intelligence to protect us against the
possibility of another Pearl Harbor. And the agency which is now
proposed would, I feel, be weak and ineffective because it would
be hampered by restrictions 1 complications, conflicts, and
ambiguities which are the inevitable results of divided
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MEMORANDUM FOR

Capt

responsibility

Such a unit might fail us in an emergency

Wenger, 3 Jan 1950

4
The foregoing remarks and the attached comments all
fall under the category of destructive criticism
I feel that
I should offer some constructive criticism, too, and by way of
such criticism would say that a few significant changes in the
draft directive could be made which would eliminate its present
weaknesses
Principally, the elimination of divided responsibility
would improve it immeasurably and enable the Department of Defense
to forge in its Comint operations a powerful weapon for national
security.

<kJ;11JA1111 ~~~
WILLIAM F FRIEefMAN

Chief, Technical Division
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Consido Directive of 7 Dec 49
(USCIB 26/2)

1. a
The Joint Congressional Committee on the Investigation
of the Pearl Harbor Attack, after months of hearing aad study of
millions of words of testimony, brought out a report embodying in
Part V thereof certain 11 Conclusions and Recommendations 11 (p 251).
b.

Under "Conclusions" (p

252) there apoears the following.

11

11
The Intelligence and War Plans Division of the
War and Navy Depa~tments failed
(a) to give careful and thoughtful consideration
to the intercepted messages • an£. to raise a_question
as to their significance
Since Lthe message§/ indicated
a particular interest in the Pacific Fleet's base this
intelligence should have been appreciated and supplied
the Hawaiian commanders for their assistance, along with
other information available to them, in making their
estimate of the situation.
(b) to be properly on the qui vive to receive the
•• intercept and to recognize in the message the fact
that some Japanese military action would very possibly
occur somewhere at 1 p.m., December 7
If properly
appreciated, this intelligence should have suggested a
dispatch to all Pacific outpost commanders supplying
this info~mation, as General Ma~shall attempted to do
immediately on seeing it. 11
c. Both foregoing subparagraphs deal with and point up the
importance of proper interpretation and dissemination of intelligence.
d. The Committee made but five "Recommendations" (p 252-3),
the second of which begins with the following significant sentence.
11

That there be a complete integration of Army and Navy
intelligence agencies La order to avoid the pitfalls of
divided res onsibilit which ex erience has made so
abundantly apparent
Emphasis supplied
e. The serious consequences of divided responsibility in any
field of military operations needs little comment
Divided responsibility
in the interpretation and dissemination of COMINT may be especially
serious
11

2. a
Tne proposed directive purports to establish a
Consolidated Special Information Dissemination Office, Department of

,-ep seeRE'T
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Defense 11 But the sort of CO~SIDO that would be established under it
would neither be a consolidated unit nor would it have authority to
disseminate to the users of Comint any final product, except as a
purely mechanical act dictated by other agencies. It is true that
the draft directive appears to give CONSIDO certain dissemJnation
fu~ctions but, as these comments Will show, the dissemination authority of' CONStDO is quite limited.
b
There are four final steps in the Comint operation which
are usually regarded as intelligence functions and which are of such
a nature that they are most efficiently conducted 11 under the same roof' 11
They are (1) evaluation, (2) collation, (3) interpretation, and
( 4) dissemination - But in the draft directive CONSIDO is assigned
only the first two functions, the last two remain the responsibilities
of the Directors of Intelligence
The separation of evaluation and
collation from interpretation and dissemination is an artificial one
from a technical point of view, it represents a serious division of
responsibility in performing functions which technically belong together
This primary division in responsibility is bad enough, but
on examining it further, it is found that there is an even more
serious division of responsibility in respect to the interpretation
end dissemination functions
The function of interpretation remains
divided among the Directors of Intelligence in the three Services,
with the attendant risk of having different and conflicting inte~preta
tio~s reach field commands.
Tne function of dissemination is also
split three wa1s among the Directors of Intelligence in the three
Services, with the attendant risk that dissemination to those field
com~anders who should have the Comint will not be expeditious and
efficient. Many persons whose long eYperience in this field has given
opportunity to observe the different methods which have been tried
feel that the separation of the various steps involved ia cryptanalytic processing from the last four steps of evaluation, collation,
interpretation and dissemination has been an artificial and technically unwise seg~egation
And now not only is that original separatioa
maintained but an additional splitting is proposed in what should be
a streamlined operation embracing at least the last four steps
All
in all, the arrangewents proposed for performing the four interrelated functions are alarmingly reminiscent of the defective arrangements that were at least in part responsible for the disaster of
? Dec. 1941 at Pearl Harbor. The draft directive will now be taken
up paragraph by paragraph. This will involve a certain amount of
unavoidable repetition in these comments.
3
a. Par 1 of the draft directive states that the purpose
of establishing CONSIDO is two-fold. It is to provide for (a)
placing under one authority the conduct of evaluation and collation
of the AFSA product and (b) the maintenance of liaison between AFSA

2
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and the consumer agencies 11 in connection with the functions and
responsibilities outlined in paragraph 3 below. 11 The specific and
rather pointed omission of any reference whatsoever to interpretation and dissemination in this parsgraph makes it clear that the
draft di~ective contemplates that CONSIDO is not to do any interpreting or disseminating
It is tr~e that the draft directive (Par 3e
(5)) authorizes CONSIDO 11 to prepare and disseminate information
summaries, studies, and reports based on the product of AFSA, 11 and
11
to prepare and disseminate such other summaries, studies and reports
as the JIC may aut.horize and direct." Although the preparation of
such summaries, etc , is very important, such a function is not a
primary one for a CONSIDO and it is not deemed necessary to establish
a special unit for this purpose
It can and has been done to a
limited extent in the past by the Comint processing people, and
with the establishment of AFSA this sort of work will be facilitated.
Also, while the paragraph in question authorizes dissemination,
Par 3g(4) insures that dissemination by CONSIDO itself stops at
tne doors leading to the precincts of the Directors of Intelligence
b
Let us consider the stated first purpose, namely, that
of providing for placing under one authority the conduct of evaluation and collation of the AFSA product. In the document itself
evaluation is defined as 11 the process of determining the credibility
and accuracy of information and of eliminating irrevelant and unreliable matter from further consideration. 11 First, as to
11
credibility, 11 it may be said that the AFSA product requires very
little or no evaluation to determine credibility with respect to
whether the encrypted message contains what the cryptanalyst says
it contains. Tne AFSA product does not represent the fruits of
guess work, nor is it comparable to the alleged 11 decipherments 11
certain amateur cryptanalysts put forth in support of their
enthusiasm for Baconian euthorship of Shakespeare's wo.cks. The
word 11 cred1bil1ty, 11 as used in the definition, must therefore refer
to a question as to whether what the message says is believable or
not. It is obvious that to a large degree the AFSA product requires
little evaluation to determine this sort of credioility, because as
a general rule the information comes 11 right out of the horse's
mouth" and car.cies its own stamp of authenticity
Of course, the
exceptional diplomatic message that is reporting something that
somebody else said, saw, did, heard, etc., undoubtedly requires some
sort of weighing to determine credibility of the report. And there
are plenty of cases in st.cictly military Comint which may require
similar evaluation. This sort of evaluation can only be fruitful
by comparing the specific message with other messages. Further,
the cryptanalyst is the only person who can realistically weigh
the difference between the 11 probable 11 and the 11 sure 11 meaning when
any such a case arises
Since the Comint processing people have
3
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of determination of credibility. As for eliminating so-called
11 irrelevant 11 and 11 unreliable 11 matter, it is not often that military
Comint contains 11 irrelevent matter, 11 unless by this expression is
meant the casting aside of messages which are of so little intelligence value as not to warrant their translation in whole or even in
part
The processing agencies have usually done this sort of
eliminating themselves, with a small amount of assistance by
personnel of intelliwence staffs
As regards the elimination of
11
unreliable matters,' this has already been disposed of in connection with the determination of credibility
To sum up, Comint requi~es little evaluation such as other intelligence usually needs,
and when required the evaluation generally is part and parcel of the
Comint processing.
c. With regard to collation, here again the Comint
processing people must do a job on a continuing basis. Their collation usually restricts itself to comparing one message with
another from the same or other sources of Oomint. But this may be
only half of the collation process. The other half consists in
comparing Comint with info£mation from non-Comint sources, and this
can perhaps best be done by intelligence staffs. But the Comint
processing people must of necessity often conduct research relating
to this half of collation as an integ~al part of processing, e.g.,
the use of information on disposition and operations of our own
as well as enemy forces as an aid to solution. In any case, it
appears clear that collation belongs with evaluation and that both
are often part and parcel of the Comint processing. There ap~ears
to be no need to set up a special office particularly for these
functions, unless it is also given th• interpretation and dissemination functions, which are closely related to evaluation and
collation.
d. According to the draft directive, when Consido has
finished the evaluation and collation processes connected with
strategic or tactical Comint, its wor~ is done. This in my opinion
re~reseats a major shortcoming of the directive, because while tge
ostensible purpose in initially proposing the establishment of a
CONSIDO was to streamline all steps in evaluating, collating,
interpreting, and disseminating Comint, the sort of CO~SIDO the
draft directive would estabJish would fall far short of the goal.
For en a~tificLal delay is inJeoted near the terminal stage, since
the final CONSIDO product must be filtered more or less slowly
through three more separate off ices outside CONSIDO for interpretation and decision as to dissemination and then come back to CONSIDO
for transmission
Later on, more Will be said on this point.
4
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e. The second stated purpose of CONSIDO is to provide for
certain liaison
It is to be inferred from this that the liaison
in question is now non-existent, or poorly conducted
This is not
the case, for the indicated liaison has been carried on fairly
effect1vel1 for a number of years between the COMINT producing
agencies and the Intelligence Staffs of the Military Departments,
the Department of State, the CIA, and the FBI To establish a
special or sep~rate agency fo~ such a purpose is merely to interpose a needless echelon.
4. a. Par. 3, Functions and Responsibilities, combines in
one long paragraph tne functions and responsibilities of CONSIDO,
the JIC, the Services, and AFSA. The successive subparagraphs will
be briefly reviewed
b
Pars 3a,3b and 3c, appear to be satisfactory. Subpar.
3d sets forth the functions and responsibilities of the JIC
Subpa.!'.
3d(l) and (2) appeer to be satisfactory
But subpar 3d(3) gives the
JIC authority to establish CONSIDO's at the headquarte~s of unified
commands and at such other commands ae 1nay be designated by the JCS.
Since the draft Qirective gives CONSIDO only evaluation and collation
functions, and since there will in peacetime presumably be very little
COMINT processing at such unified commends, to establish CONSIDO's
- at such commands appears to be superfluous. Even in war time it is
doubtful whether there would be a need for OO~SID0 1 s of this type at
unified com~ands. If, however, CONSIDO had specific responsibility
for interpretation and dissemination, there would be a real need for
branch offices of the Washington OONSIDO at the headquarters of
unified commands
c
Par. 3e sets forth the functions and responsibilities
of the Chief of CONSIDO
Subpars 3e(l) and 3d(3) give him enormous
power and responsibilities which in a real degree would enable him
to exercise management control over AFSA Oomint processing, without
providing definitely stated supervisory checks and balances
Under
present arrangements, USCIB establishes certain Com1nt requirements,
specifically, those derivable from the so-called 11 Jo1nt Field, 11
viz , all systems oth~r than the strictly military, naval, and air
systems
And the draft directive (Par 3e(l)) makes the Chief of
CONSIDO responsible 11 to insure equitable treatment in the satisfaction of the Comint requirements of the Joint Chiefs of Staff, the
Military Departments, the Department of State, the CIA, and the FBI 11
But it is the responsibility of DIRAFSA to insure such equitable
treatment. How is this conflict in jurisdiction to be resolved?
\that about the question of divided responsibility?
d
Par 3e(2) deals "K"ith liaison 11 on all matters involving
the dissemination of the product or OONSID0, 11 Par 3e(4) gives
CONSIDO responsibility for the dissemination of the product of
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CONSIDO, Par 3e(5) gives it responsibility for the dissemination
of certain studies based on the product of AFSA. But the three
Se~vlce De artments retain the res onsibilit
within the De artment of Defense for the dissemination of all COMINT Par 3 4
Here are definite conflicts, ambiguities, and divided responsibilities
in respect to the fundamental purpose of the whole Comint operation.
e
Par. 3e(6) gives CONSIDO the function of providing
and exercising supervision over the means of dissemination
(SSO system?) but apparently CONSID0 1 s part in this complicated
arrangement for dissemination is to be pu~ely mechanical, since
the Service Departments retain responsibility for decision and for
the actual material to be disseminated. In essence, the effect of
the arrangement would be to interpose a needless additional delay
in getting the final Comint product to the user.
f.

Pars 3g(3) and (4) give the three Service Departments
within the Department of Defense, for interpretation
and dissemination of the CONSIDO product
But no mechanism is
provided to insure that a single interpretation is made, from which
either strategic or operational intelligence could be disseminated
in time to affect operations or, in exceptional cases, even to avoid
disaster
Especially in the case of tactical COMINT is speed in
interpretation and dissemination of paramount importance
Interpretation and dissemination should be a responsibility of a single,
constantly operative unit -- not of three separate units with no
mechanism for almost instantaneously reconciling differences of
interpretation and expeditiously disseminating the intelligence.
Of course, it might be claimed that JIC could reconcile differences
in interpretation--but it certainly could not do so expeditiously.
Moreover, since there is a distinct possibility of three different
interpretations being made of the same material, there is also a
possibility of disseminating three different interpretations to
the same or to different commands, with danger of disaster to all
concerned. Here are the very pitfalls of divided responsibility
which Congress has charged us to eliminate. To sum up this comment,
I feel that the divided responsibility herein pointed out represents
the fatal and outstanding weakness in the draft directive
~esponsibility,

g
It is possible that this weakness can be eliminated
by having representatives from the intelligence staffs of the three
Service Departments sit around the same table with the key people
of CONSIDO
If these representatives were given the necessary
autho~ity to interpret and to disseminate for their respective
Agencies, and if management control as well as technical control
of the SSO system were made a responsibility of CONSIDO, then the
needs of the three Services might be taken care of in an expeditious
manner
Eomwanders in the field would get d final product that
6
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represented the unified collaboration of all people concerned in
preparing the Comint, evaluating, colleting, interp~eting and getting it to where it will do the most good in the fastest time
possible
It is possible that the sponsors of the draft directive
had exactly this sort of an arrangement in mind. But the directive
itself is completely silent on these points. If such an arrangement
is contemplated, then the document should spell it out in clear and
unmistakable language. But such an arrangement would still not be
very satisfactory because the authority and responsibility would
not be centralized in one individual. The arrangement would merely
place within CONSIDO at ledst three individuals, each with equal
authority and each merely representing his Service
Even if they
would Jointly interpret and disseminate for the three Services,
this would be only on e more or less ad hoc or voluntary basis
There
is nothing whatever in the draft directive which requires or insures that a single, joint interpretation will be made available
simultaneously and expeditiously to several commands. Responsibility
is not fixed and no mechanism is provided for this purpose. Since
CONSIDO will in large part be staffed by representatives of these
very Services, it would seem far better to make the Chief of OONSIDO
responsible also for joint interpretation and dissemination for the
three Services rather than have the functions uerformed within his
shop by people not under his authority, or empowered only with
authority to do so independently for each of the three Services.
5. Reference has already been made to Par 3e(5) of the draft
directive, which gives CONSIDO authority to prepare information
summaries, studies and reports based on the product of AFSA
This
would be a useful function, of course, and would ~esult in the
production of JOintly elabo~ated documents containing information
of high strategic value
The production of such studies on a joint
basis has hitherto not been practicable under a situation involving
decentralization and division of responsibility. Here is a good
example of the advantages of centralizing authority and eliminating
divided responsibility in the Comint field. If all the other functions connected with the handling of the AFSA product were similarly
treated, that is, if evaluation, collation, interpretclt1on and
dissemination were also treated so as to cent~alize authority and
eliminate divided responsibility, the results would be even more
important.
6. a. I think that some of the unsatisfacto~y aspects of the
draft directive arise from the definition 1t gives of communication
intelligence. It is noted that Par 5e of the draft directive
defines communication intelligence as "the intelligence information
which is derived from the study of foreign communications." This
is follored by a varenthetical explanation
"It is to be noted
that this definition is inconsistent with the normal differentiation
betwe~n information and intelligence, but is adopted because of
long usage."
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b
No authority is cited for the foregoi~g definition.
As a matter of fact there is but one authoritative and governing
definition of the term communtcation intelligence. It is the one
contained in NSCID No. 9 dated 1 July 1948, Par 12b of which
reads as follows.
"Communications intelligence is intelligence produced
tne study of foreign communications
Intelligence based
in whole or in part on Communications Tntelligence sources
shall oe considered Communications Intelligence as pertains
to the authority and responsibility of the United States
Communications Intelligence Board. 11

by

c. According to the foregoing and only authoritative
definition, communications intelligence is intelli~ence--not
"information," nor even "intelligence information, as the draft
directive would have it.
d. However, there may be excellent ~easons for regarding
AFSA' s Job in11 connection 'lifl. th Comint to stop Tfi th the production of
11 informat1on
in the form of the decrypts and translations
It is
quite possible that the remaining steps in the Oomint operation,
viz
the evaluation, collation and inte.!'pretation of that 11 information'1 to produce "intelligence," and the final step of dissemination,
had best be conducted by intelligence staffs
But then all four of
these should be integrated and conducted as a Joint intelligence
operation, with responsibility centralized and definitely fixed.
I think that in this way and only in this way can the Oom1nt operation as a whole be conducted effectively and in a manner that will
best meet the urgent needs of the Joint Chiefs of Staff, the
Military Departments, the Department of Defense, the Department of
State, the Central Intelligence Agency and the Federal Bureau of
Investigation. Comint that will be of highest importance to the
national security can, in my opinion, be evaluated, collated,
interpreted, and disseminated expeditiously only as a fully streamlined, unified, centralized, and joint operation.
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(2) Par. d

or

the D memo fails to point out specitical-

17 in what respects the dra.tt directive 1a not in consonance with the
provisions of NSCID 19, unless the etatement that NSCID If) "e1tablish-

ed the U.S. Communication Intelligence Board to effect authoritative
coordination or C<JIIl'.l' activities of the government" is what the D
memo means to point out as the element with which the COBSIDO directive
is in contlict. U that is indeed the element deemed to be in contllct,
then just how the adoption of the COffSIDO concept would interfere with
the purpose for which USCIB was established, via., 11 to ei'fect the
authoritative coordination or COMIRr activities of the Government''
is difficult to see. In point of tact. by accepting and IUJ>porting
the CONSIDO concept, USCIB would be enablea to execute its intended
function in a !ar more effective manner than is now the case, as will
become clear in a moment.
(3) Re.f'err!ng to NSOID 19 and t~ the portion of it
just quoted, the directive itself defines ~communication intelligence
activities" aa followsi
"'bommunication intelligence activities' comprise
all processes involved in the collection for
intelligence purposes, ot foreign communications,
the production of info:nnation rro~ such communications, the dissemination or that information,
and the control or the protection of that inf ormation and the aecurit7 of its sources.n
It will be noted that if the foregoing definition is taken into
account in connection with Par. 1 of ISCID 119, USCIB has had, since
its creation, the authority to coordinate not only the production of
the C<JIIlfl' raw material but also the evaluation of this material to
produce communication intelligence, and the publication and dissemination or the final product. But aa regards the latter steps, USCIB
has as a practical matter exercised very little of the authority it
•as given. Certain.!¥ there baa been no atte1J1pt to coorainate
evaluation processeB in the COIIl.'1' rield, or to coordinate the
production of detailed studies invol'rlng the use of CCllINT. Aa
regarde the coordination 0£ publication, USCIB baa restricted itself to the establishment of formats for the publication of nonmilitary and non-naYal materialJ and as regards dissemination, the
attention 0£ USCIB baa been for the most part directed toward
establishing measures tor the protection of the sources of OOllilf'l'
against the basard1 of ita dissemination. '!'here ha.• been no attempt
whatever to coordinate internal diss8Jlination within the Departments
and Agency involved.

..
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Up until now USCIB bas had five independent

agencia• to coordinate. With the establishment o~ A.FSA. the coordinating authorit7 of l'.1SOIB will be .facilitated by the reduction to
only three independent organizations, viz., AFSA, the Department
or State, and the OU. It would seem that it USCIB were to exercise
the authority ~iven it by its charter and were to give its full support to the CONSIDO concept, t~ere would be an increase in the overall efficiency and econo1D7 of the "Communications Intelligence
activities of the Government" becau$e USCIB would then be in a better
poeition to coordinate the principal terminal activities in the COIIl'fr
realm, vis., evaluation, publication, and d1ss•1nation. And it ollOUld
etill have jurisdiction over all o£ the functions listed under par. b
(l) with the possible exception ot function• {b) and (f).
(5) Ir the CORSIDO concept •ere adopted, USCIB could
very well add to the list of functions in para~rapb b(l) above those
relatinz to evaluation, publication, and dissemination. The coordination of the activities of COBSIDO-WASHDiGioN so far as they are of
interest to or involve AFSA., the Department of state, and the CIA
would leave plenty of work :for USCIB. ' Far from being out of ha.rmor:v
with the provisions of t.SCID #9, the draft directive, if adopted,
would be 0£ assistance to USCIB by facilitating their exercise oi:
certain authority it has always had but has failed to uae hitherto.

5. The CONSIDO conoept ia in rao.lit7 nothing new. All through
the war the U. s. Naq f llowed it and ia still following it. The
British had adopted it before the U.S. Navy and had found it to be
vital to the efficient exploitation of COMI!fr subces'se1. The first
official suggestion that it should be +.dopted by both the U.S. !ray
and the U. S. Navy is embodied in a letter dated .lS September 1945,
£rom Admiral King to General Ka.rshall. In fact, this is a good
point at which to :refer to the various lettel'a and memoranqa exchanged
between Admiral ling and General Mar15hall, and (18.ter) between A.amiral
Nimitz and General Eisenhower, on the mubject of integration of COIIll'
activities. Th97 contain maD,f reterencea to the desirabilit7 and
necessity for the •stablishment ot sue~ a concept as the draft
di~ective contemplates.
The D lemo complete]¥ reverse& the position
then taken by both the Navy and the Army (ineluding the Air Force)
in respect to the consolidation of evaluation, publication, and
dissemination activities. There is no reason to feel that oonditione
have changed so that such a rnereal is warranted. If aeything JCS
2010 makee the consolidation of thesa activities more logical. more
desirable, and mgre urgent than eyer before. To fail to consolidate
them will in fact jeopardise all that JCS 2010 is intended to

7
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accomplish, because the security of COIIlr operations &• a whole
will be vitiated unless proper precaution• to safeguard the end
product are also taken. In connection with the foregoing thought,
it is to be noted that the D Mem9 ha1 .failed utterly to take
cognizance or the facts pointed out in Par. 3a(3) of the Stat£
StudT. It ie lli1' considered opinion that. the failure of the D
Uemo to truce into consideration the extremeq dangerous securit7
hazards which now exist in respect to our whole COllIN'l' effort
demonstrates a lack of appreciation of the ~avity of the aitua•
tion. The serious reaponsibility which the JCS is undertaking
when it continue• to accept those risks a:tter the latter ~ave
been pointed out should be understood by' all concdr\ed.
6. In closing these comments a final thou~ht will be preeented. Without saying it ln eo mallT words the first reason cited in
Par. a of the D Memo implies that the intent of the draft directive
is to establish a sixth and large evaluation, publication, and
Qissemination unit in aadition to the five exiatin~ ones. That
such an ilnplicat:ton .lf!J! drawn or waa intended to be conveyed to the
reader of the D Memo is established by the use of the phrase •in
addition" as the i~troduotory worde to the third sentence of Far.
a of the D ¥emo, indicating that the aecond sentence of that
paragraph constitutes a first reason and the third sentence con•
stitutes a second reason. lire it not tor that preliminary phrase,
one would be warranted in thinking that the aontention ot a decrease
rather than an increase in efficiency and eoonomy is supported b;r
only a single reason, viz., that %ork which is now dona by other
intelligence agencies operating in the non•COMINr field and the
product of which CONSI.00-WASHI.NGI'O.H would have to have in order to
do its jQb proper]J", would have to be done also by CONSIDO-WASHINGTOR.
From this it would .follow that CONSIDO-ft'ASFIINGTON would have to
operate in the non-GOllitn' field a• well aa in that field. It
being impossible to conceive that the writer of the D »emo entertained
such a thought, one can only be driYen to the conclusion that the
contention is indeed supported by two separate reasons, as indicated
in Par. la(l) arid (2) of these comments. It, now, reason (1) is
indeed intended to stand by itself ana to convey the thought that a
sixth evaluation, publication, and dissemination office is contemplated
by the CONSIDO directive, the only conclusion to lfhich one is driven
is that the D demo not on~ manifests little kno•ledge of the technical
aspects of the activities involved but also ~ivee indications that
the draft directive and the Stat£ Study which accompanied it were
uubjected to oniy a moat casual scrutil>1'.
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